Flower Show Wallhanging
Finished size 42"x56"
Fabrics:
a yd. (or 1 - 9 ½" square ) of 12 - different florals
c yd. (or 1 - 2" x width strip) of 12- coordinating marbled fabrics to frame flower squares
1½ yds. Black
e yd. green leaf fabric

Cutting Directions:
Florals

Cut

1- 9 ½" square of 12 different fabrics

Marbles

Cut

1 - 2" x width of fabric strip of twelve different fabrics

Green Leaf

Cut

31 - 1½" x 12½" rectangles for lattice

Black

Cut

6 - 2½" squares for inside cornerstones
10 - 2½" x 2" rectangles for outer edge cornerstones
32 - 1" x 1½" strips for lattice
52- 2" squares for outside corner cornerstones , and blocks
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Sewing Directions:
Blocks
Sew a co-ordinating marble 2 “ x 9½" strip to two sides of a 9½" floral fabric square. Press. To
other two 2½" x 9½" strips, sew a black 2" square on each end. Press. Sew to top and bottom
edges of block. Repeat for 12 total blocks.

Latttice
1.
2.

Sew a 1" x 12½" black strip on both sides of 8 - 1½" x 12½" leaf fabric strips.
On 14 leaf fabric strips only, sew a black 1" strip on one side. Press.

3.

Layout blocks in 3 rows (3 across, 4 down) to find a pleasing color combination. Sew
rows together vertically, placing a pieced lattice strip (with 2 black strips) between each
flower block. Press. Repeat.

4.

Next make outer side lattice borders by sewing a black 2" x 2½" rectangle to one end of 6
pieced lattice strips that have only one black strip on them. Press. Sew three of these
segments together. Press. Repeat. Sew a black square to the end of each pieced lattice
strip above. Press. Sew to sides of quilt.

5.

For top and bottom pieced lattice sew together the same as above except use 3 pieced
lattice strips 2 - 2" x 2½" cornerstones in center and 2 - 2" squares on each end
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